Welcome!
Bread, salt and a white heart!... is the traditional
expression of welcoming and hospitality in Kukes.
Through this booklet we would like to present our city,
our organization and the activities we do, so you can
decide whether or not are we the one for you and you
are the ones for participating on our projects.
Please take few minutes of your time to read it through!
Venue – Kukes, Kukes Region, Albania
Dates: 01.05.15 - 01.05.16 (according to Volunteer needs)
WHO WE ARE?
Youth in Free Initiative (YFI) is a local NGO that
seeks to inspire individual and collective
transformation to create positive social change. YFI
creates awareness on youth participation, human
rights, gender issues and youth activism fostering
a culture that is rooted in self reflection, sensitivity
and participation. We create opportunities for
individuals and youth groups to contribute time, energy,
skills, materials and financial resources in response to
critical community needs. Through its programmes,
YFI seeks to bridge parallel involvement and
communication with local community, by spreading awareness on social issues and
enhancing the impact and spread of the work that young people are involved in.

YFI Staff members are high qualified youth workers and trainers. YFI organization is accredited as sending,
hosting and coordinating organization. We had one volunteer conducting his 5 month service in Finland
and we are hosting a Hungarian Volunteer for 5 months, up to January 31st 2015. As well, YFI has been
selected to be a contact point for Erasmus + programme by SALTO Youth. That means that for the next
two year we will have to inform and assist youth and youth organizations in the North of Albania and
South of Kosovo (Gjakova, Prizren, Dragash) on the Erasmus + European programme. General
management is developed under the Executive Director, who is line manager of Program Manager. The YFI
Program manager will act as project responsible for all EVS volunteers and will be their main contact
person for the project and with the Partners (sending organization).

Target group – with which EVS volunteers would work :
YFI mainly works with 18-30-year-old young people who are regularly visiting YFI. Almost every
Albanian youngster can communicate with foreigners at least in basic English. All YFI staff members
fluently speak in English. The working and living atmosphere at YFI is very dynamic and volunteers will
have an opportunity to meet and share interests and experiences with other young people. They will
learn about other cultures, religions, life styles and approaches to youth empowerment.

Albania, officially known as the Republic of Albania, is a
country in South-eastern Europe. It is bordered
by Montenegro to
the
northwest, Kosovo to
the
northeast, Macedonia to the east, and Greece to the south
and southeast. It has a coast on the Adriatic Sea to the
west and on the Ionian Sea to the southwest. It is less than
72 km (45 mi) from Italy, across the Strait of
Otranto which links the Adriatic Sea to the Ionian Sea.
Albania is a member of the United Nations, NATO,
the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe,
the Council of Europe and the World Trade Organization. It is one of the founding members of the Energy
Community and the Union for the Mediterranean. It is also an official candidate for membership in
the European Union.
The modern-day territory of Albania was at various points in history part of the
Roman provinces of Dalmatia (southern Illyricum),Macedonia (particularly Epirus
Nova), and Moesia Superior. The modern Republic became independent after the
collapse of the Ottoman Empire in Europe following the Balkan Wars. Albania
declared independence in 1912 (to be recognised in 1913), becoming
a Principality, Republic, and Kingdom until being invaded by Italy in 1939, which
formed Greater Albania, which in turn became a Nazi German protectorate in
1943. In 1944, a socialist People's Republic was established under the leadership of
Enver Hoxha and the Party of Labour. In 1991, the Socialist Republic
was dissolved and the Republic of Albania was established.
Albania is a parliamentary republic. Tirana, the capital city, is also the financial capital
of the country. Free-market reforms have opened the country to foreign investment,
especially in the development of energy and transportation infrastructure. Albania
has a high HDI and provides a universal health care system and free primary and secondary education. Albania is an upper-middle income economy
(WB, IMF) with the service sector dominating the country's economy, followed by the industrial sector and agriculture.

Kukes City - is located in the northeastern part of
Albania with coordinates latitude 42.0 º and 20.4 º
longitude. It is a boundary area which is bordered
by Kosovo to the Northeast and FYROM to the
East. While, inside Albania territory is bordered by
Has to the North, Puka to the West and Peshkopia
to the South. In the first half of XVIII century Kukes
was inhabited by residents who came from the
Osmanaj village (Bicaj commune). At that time was
known as Drinabardh, until 1922 when was
included in the Prefecture of Kosovo. In 1923, there
were 28 houses with 186 residents and Kukes was a region center. In
August 1925 was assigned the center of Prefecture. The population
grew up due to the newcomers from Prizeren, Gjakovo and Gora.

The social life began to flourish. In this aspect, were established some main local state institutions, schools, sport associations like “Kosova”, Musical bands,
Cultural Organs like“Djelmia Shqiptare” etc. Also was set up a public service network and the huge market of Sunday. In December, 1944 was set up a new
administration of prefecture and Kukes town started to move rapidly towards an effective center administration of political, economic, cultural and sports.
But in 1962 the Government took the decision of over flooding the old town by the artificial lake’s waters of Fierza because of constructing the biggest
hydro central to provide power supply for the major part of Albania. The construction of the new town commenced at the same year on 22 July to be
completed in 1976. In 1978 the whole population moved to the newly constructed city of Kukes. Today the city counts approximately 25 thousand
inhabitants.
In 1999 Kukes town was a potential candidate to win the Nobel Prize of Peace with the hospitality motivation of Kosovars during the wartime. Kukes is the
newest town in the country so far.

Kukes twon is encircled by two important rivers called white and black Drini, flowing out from the Lake of
Oher, Maqedonia and Mountains of Rugova, Kosovo. Both these river branches form the longest river in
Albania with 280 km which flows into the Adriatic Sea through the gulf of Lezha. The two rivers have given
Kukes a fascinate view like an island. The climate is characterized by a frost winter and a hot summer.
Extreme average temperatures range from 3.9 to 25.4 Gradec. Average annual rainfall range from 800 up
to 1100mm. The average wind speed is 3.5m / s in winter, 3.1m / s in spring and 2.3m / s in autumn.
Local community, life of young people in it.
Kukes is the newest city of Albania, not far from
the capital city Tirana. Local community is cozy
and life runs calm. People are very hospitable and open-minded. In the city there are few
restaurants, cafeterias, and beautiful wild park. Also it has a new arena constructed the last 2
years, but unfortunately a lot of youth-related problems exist here. There is a lack of youth
educational and entertainment centers in Kukes, which could make it possible for local youngsters
to have an additional source for gaining informal and non-formal education. Only a very limited
number of young people are socially active due to their involvement in the projects and programs
initiated by the local nongovernmental youth organizations. But youngsters want to be creative
and they are searching for self-realization opportunities.
WHAT ARE OUR EVS ACTIVITIES?
Activities are connected with Non-Formal Educational Programs
4 EVS Volunteer
• To support the Senior Management Team to plan, implement and evaluate YFI programme events,
seminars and other national/international events – provide input and feedback on evaluations to
improve what we offer and deliver; support with ideas for strategic development of the center.

• To take a leading role in delivering outdoor, adventure educational programs –
work as a member of the programme team, leading and developing activities with
and for participants/guests.
• To maintain / improve programme materials and equipment.
• To provide input to promotional material on programme events for the YFI
website, YFI newsletters and other publications – providing research and
marketing material for events and potential marketing opportunities; updating
website & other social media.
• To assist with the training of new volunteers so they may lead programme
activities.

Detailed Tasks for Volunteers:
A) 5 Volunteer together with the program team will be working to develop and run year round activity programs
(Balanced programs for different youth groups, camping, hiking, outdoor technique, youth exchanges, public debates,
etc..) for the youth of Kukes Region.
B) Also, they will be working to
running cultural program (street
shows) in public.

Summer camp
In the summer, we are running a summer camp in Gjalica Mountain (or Valbona Valley opsional), which is
the highest mountain in Kukes Region, about 2489 m. The camp lasts maximum 1 week and YFI will
provide food and service supply. Some of the food will be arranged by the local volunteers itself, who will
share with the others. The main role of volunteers is to prepare whole area and support the campers
during their stay. Volunteers will also prepare special programs which we offer to campers.

Working conditions
Wireless internet will be provided to the volunteers, in the
offices of YFI. Also we have computers and volunteers will
provided with their own work places and all necessary
tools for working – starting with stationery, a computer, a
desk, etc. Of course, for more comfortable use, we can
advise to bring your own laptop. Your free time and days
off depends on agreement and the season.

be

Living conditions of EVS volunteers
Volunteers will share with the other EVS volunteers a flat
situated in a housing estate - about 5 minutes walking distance
from the town center, 10 minute - from YFI. Each volunteer will
have his/her own private bedroom. EVS volunteers will be given
money to buy their own food. There is a kitchen in the
volunteers' flat where they can prepare meals. Shops and
restaurants are close-by (a 2-5-minute walk).

Example of an EVS volunteer’s possible timetable:
Day 3
Day 4
Work in a Professional/ Office work.
educational institute (a Albanian
Language
volunteer can choose
Lessons
/
EVS
which field, workshops Volunteer's
native
are more interesting
language lessons
to
him/her
from
provided);
Afternoon/Evening
Albanian
language After-school activities Leisure type indoor
After-school activities
lessons
/
EVS in local schools of and outdoor activities
in local schools of
Volunteer's
native Kukes city.
for local youth.
Kukes city.
language lessons
CONTACT: In case you think this is challenging for you, please send us your motivation letter and CV to: rslorg@hotmail.com.
Morning

Day 1
Staff meeting.
Office work

Day 2
Office work.

More information are also available on www.rsl-al.org
Facebook: Rsl Kukes
In case of more questions, don´t hesitate to contact us by email or by calling +355 2422 3113

Day 5
Work in a professional
educational institute (a
volunteer can choose
which field, workshops
are more interesting to
him/her
from
provided);
Leisure type indoor and
outdoor activities for
local youth

